We should start by concentrating on one course. Tune a string at the top of the
course (one that is located closer to the smaller end of the cimbalom), then, one by
one, the other strings in the course, bringing them to the same level. We will tune
the whole instrument in this manner. As a rule, tuning begins with LA1 (course 18,
see diagram). The same course gives us note RE1 across bridge 3. LA1 should be
tuned to concert pitch or to an instrument in the orchestra, then proceed down by
an interval of a fifth and tune note RE1. The whole procedure described makes the
upper part of the chord. Verifying the fifth, one by one, we continue to tune other
strings in the chord.
Next we tune LA on the lower octave (course 15), checking it with notes LA1 and
RE1, we will then tune MI1 (course 16), which sounds up one fifth. The same
course (16), on the left side of bridge 3 gives SI1, then we will tune the note an
octave lower (course 11). We then tune the notes FA#1 (course 12), DO#1 (course
10), and RE2 (course 10), which we check with RE1 (course 18).
Once we are certain that all notes in the middle register are well tuned, we proceed
to tune the notes of the upper register, checking them against notes an octave
below in the middle register.
Finally, we tune the bass strings FA# (course 21), FA (course 22), MI (course 23),
MI-flat (course 24), RE (course 25), DO# (course 26), DO (course 27) and so on,
checking them with the corresponding notes one octave higher. It should be noted
that when tuning the bass strings, pressure is applied to the instrument. This
undesired effect can be remedied by retuning the middle and upper registers.
Verification can be made by playing the same note in 3-4 octaves.

